Maternity & Newborn Collections

Baby & Bump - R950

Baby & Bump Plus - R1300

Baby & Bump Deluxe - R1850

A-la-carte

WHEN SHOULD I SCHEDULE MY MATERNITY SESSION?

WHERE AND WHAT TIME DO WE DO THE PHOTOS?

Somewhere between 28 and 36 weeks, when you look pregnant but aren’t
extremely uncomfortable yet, you want to look like a glowing mom-to-be.

The session is done in your home, where everyone is comfortable and at
ease, we’ll get some calm and laidback shots in your bedroom and even
the nursery. Early morning is perfect as the light is fantastic and babies
tend to be less fussy.

WHERE WILL WE DO THE SESSION?
We can do the photo shoot either in the comfort of your own home or at
an outdoor location. I want your images to be personal and unique, we can
discuss what look you want and decide from there.

WHAT SHOULD I WEAR?
Something that is comfortable and flattering and showcases your baby
bump. You should be comfortable moving around while feeling beautiful.
Pinterest is wonderful for inspiration.
WHEN IS THE BEST TIME FOR NEW BORN PHOTOS?
It is best to schedule the session between 7 and 10 days after birth, to get
those beautiful sleepy photos. I would recommend scheduling your session
as soon as baby has been born (or even before if you have a C-section
scheduled)
WHAT SHOULD BABY WEAR?
I would recommend a white vest/baby grow, and then any special outfits
or items you would like to incorporate (special gifts, toys, family heirlooms

ON THE DAY
I will look for an area in your home that has the best light, and as new
borns get cold extremely quickly we might need a heater to warm the area
up. We will also take it easy and make sure baby can have a nappy change,
feedings or a cuddling session to settle them down.
AFTER THE PHOTO SHOOTS
You will receive approximately 60 images per session 4 to 6 weeks later.
Albums and products will be received 2 to 3 weeks following finalisation of
the digital images. Sneak peaks are available on request and your images
might even feature on SpeakLove’s social channels. It is SpeakLove’s policy
to not give out RAW file formats under any circumstances. The onus rests
on the client to collect their images and products, deliveries can be made
at my discretion and a courier service can also be arranged for a fee of
R120.

HOW TO BOOK




